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PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

BUSINESS IN THE BLACK IS A TWO HOUR LONG MAGAZINE FORMAT

WHICH COVERS CONCERNS, ISSUES AND EVENTS IN THE METROPOLITAN ATLANTA AREA AS WELL AS 

NATIONAL ISSUES OF CONCERN AND EVENTS THAT INCLUDE THE CITY OF GREENVILLE, THE STATION’S CITY 

OF LICENSE. THIS PROGRAM CARRIES 5-6 INTERVIEWS PER WEEK AND RUNS FROM 5AM-7AM EVERY SUNDAY.  

HOSTED BY PUBLIC AFFAIRS DIRECTOR, TWANDA BLACK. 

Twanda.Black@coxinc.com

PERSPECTIVES IS A 30 MINUTE PUBLIC AFFAIRS SEGMENT THAT DEALS WITH LOCAL ISSUES OT TOPICS OF 

PARTICULAR INTERESTS TO MINORITIES. AIRS FROM 5:30AM-6AM AND IS HOSTED BY CONDACE PRESSLEY.

Condace.Pressley@coxinc.com



ISSUES AND ANSWERS

DURING THE PERIOD JULY 1- SEPTEMBER 30, 2018
THE FOLLOWING ISSUES AND PROBLEMS WERE AMONG THOSE ADDRESSED BY WALR-FM:

RACE RELATIONS/MULTICULTURAL ARTS

HEALTH ISSUES

COMMUNITY/EDUCATION ISSUES

CHILD/TEEN ISSUES

FINANCE/BUSINESS/TECHNOLOGY

SPIRUTALITY/VALUES



COMMUNITY EVENTS – WALR-FM 3RD QTR

WALR/KISS104.1

July 4 – station appearance at East Point 4th of July
July 12 – Surprise Flashback Ticket Stop w/Morning Groove at McDonald’s on Cascade Road in Atlanta
July 13 – ‘Cookies & Coffee’ at Rosie’s Coffee Café in Atlanta
July 19 – Surprise Flashback Ticket Stop w/Morning Groove at McDonald’s on Evans Mill Road in Lithonia
July 21 – station appearance with Art, Zooman, Twanda and Al B. at WSB-TV’s Stuff the Bus (location: Kroger on Cascade Road in 
Atlanta)
July 27 – Coffee at RaceTrac in Union City (4255 Jonesboro Rd)
July 27 – ‘Cookies & Coffee’ at Tracey Wyatt Recreation Center in College Park

August 3 – Coffee at RaceTrac in Lithonia (2294 Rock Chapel Rd)
August 3 – Surprise Flashback Ticket Stop with Sasha at The Crab Spot
August 9 – ‘Cookies & Coffee’ at College Park MARTA Station
August 10 – Coffee at RaceTrac in East Point (3503 Camp Creek Pkwy)
August 17 – ‘Cookies & Coffee’ at Hamilton Holmes MARTA Station
August 24 – Coffee at RaceTrac in Decatur (3858 Covington Hwy)
August 25 – station appearance w/Twanda at The King Center’s Beloved Community International Expo
August 25 – KISS at the Movies at Lithonia Park (appearance by Al B.)
August 30 – ‘Cookies & Coffee’ at West End MARTA Station
August 31 – ‘Cookies & Coffee’ at Lakewood MARTA Station

September 2 – House in the Park Music Festival at Grant Park (appearance by Art)
September 15 – Community Fitness Funfest at Grace Baptist Church in Stockbridge (Appearance by Twanda and Alton)
September 17-18 – Convoy of Care (Hurricane Florence relief with WSB-TV/AJC)
September 28 – KISS at the Movies at Stockbridge City Hall



WALR-FM ISSUES & PROGRAMS – 3RD QTR 2018
ISSUE & DESCRIPTION                   ____________        DATE                           TIME                                 LENGTH

RACE RELATIONS/MULTICULTURAL ARTS  

7/1/18 5AM 9:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Summer Hull, travel blogger of Mommypoints.com gives tips on family vacations with the kids and how to take 
advantage of the best travel deals to save money. Some of her tips include having a tablet for the kids and loading up on the movies and games 
in case there is no wifi; using social media to find the best deals and how to plan an extensive trip; and even tips on how to pack and not forget 
anything. Mommypoints.com
  

7/1/18 6:12AM             16:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Roe Patterson, third generation Texas oilman and CEO of Basic Energy Services talks about his well-known father in his 
book, “Crude Blessings: The Amazing Life Story of Glenn Patterson American Oilman”, a rags to riches story from his humble beginnings to his 
way-too-early diagnosis of Alzheimers. Roe talks about the lessons his dad taught him, especially that “honesty and integrity are everything in 
business and in life.”

        7/8/18 6AM 10:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Derrick Johnson, President of the NAACP talks about the 109th Annual NAACP Convention in San Antonio, TX where 
they will address the state of race relations: the growing climate of intolerance. According to the FBI, the day President Trump was elected racial 
hate crimes have increased and has continued to divide people by using his platform to create space for the public expression of racism and 
bias.  Naacp.org

7/15/18 6:12AM             16:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Bestselling author, Brian Abrams talks about his new book “OBAMA- An Oral History 2009-2017”, a first ever 
comprehensive look at the history of President Obama’s White House, an immersive chronology of the politics and governing behind this 
landmark American presidency. Abrams interviewed top senior staffers including Jon Favreau, David Axelrod, Rahm Emanuel, Valerie Jarrett; key 
lawmakers: Barney Frank, Chris Dodd, Joe Lieberman among many others. The book is a bit under 500 pages and Abrams had to leave some of 
the conversations out, he said they had no idea that the book would be so voluminous.



RACE RELATIONS/MULTUCULTURAL ARTS

7/15/18 6:12AM             16:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Bestselling author, Brian Abrams talks about his new book “OBAMA- An Oral History 2009-2017”, a first ever 
comprehensive look at the history of President Obama’s White House, an immersive chronology of the politics and governing behind this 
landmark American presidency. Abrams interviewed top senior staffers including Jon Favreau, David Axelrod, Rahm Emanuel, Valerie Jarrett; key 
lawmakers: Barney Frank, Chris Dodd, Joe Lieberman among many others. The book is a bit under 500 pages and Abrams had to leave some of 
the conversations out, he said they had no idea that the book would be so voluminous.

7/22/18 6:12AM             16:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Toni Henson, Producing Director of the Atlanta Black Theatre Festival talks about the upcoming three-day event in 
October featuring hundreds of live plays around the clock.  The Festival was named in the top five theater festivals in the world by 
TopTenzilla.com

8/12/18 5:30AM 25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Kimberla Lawson Roby, Author – Better Late than Never 
In this stunning conclusion to the bestselling Reverend Curtis Black series, Curtis's secret past returns in an unwelcome--but ultimately healing--
visit. Rev. Curtis Black is no stranger to scandal. Throughout the decades, he has done much in the public eye, both good and evil. But what most 
people don't realize is that Curtis has been hiding a horrific childhood that has affected him in countless, unspeakable ways.
His buried past resurfaces when his estranged sister becomes alarmingly ill and his youngest child, twelve-year-old Curtina, becomes the kind of 
problem daughter whom he never imagined she could be. This is only the beginning. The horror of Curtis's childhood secrets, as well as Curtina's 
wild and rebellious behavior, takes a critical toll on Curtis and the entire Black family. All the public scandals they've experienced over the years 
now seem like child's play compared to the turmoil they are facing in private. Who could have known that the deepest wounds would come 
from within?

8/19/18 5:30AM 25:00
PERSPECTIVES: The King Center Beloved Community International Exposition
Travel around the world without leaving Atlanta during the Beloved Community International Expo on Saturday, August 25th at The 
King Center. Open to all ages and free to attend, the expo will celebrate diverse cultures with music, dance and costumes from 
around the world! In collaboration with the Martin Luther King Jr. National Historical Park, local consul generals and other key 
partners, the Expo will transform The King Center campus and adjacent streets into our world house. Representatives from all 7 
continents will provide educational and entertaining experiences reflecting their culture, religion, language, education and much 
more.



RACE RELATIONS/MULTUCULTURAL ARTS

8/26/18 5:30AM 25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Dan Carroll, Media Relations Director Dragon Con 2018
Dragon Con, the internationally known pop culture, science fiction, fantasy, and gaming convention, is back and bigger than ever, with a record 
85,000 people headed to downtown Atlanta for the Labor Day weekend. Dragon Con, making Labor Day Atlanta’s favorite holiday since 1987, 
runs from Thursday, Aug. 30 to Monday, Sept. 3 with events and activities across five host hotels. Fans will travel from all 50 states and several 
foreign countries to meet their favorite actors, artists, authors, creators, and experts, show off their latest cosplay, make new friends, and revel 
in the joy that is Dragon Con. In addition to the guests and the fabulous cosplay, Dragon Con offers more than 140,000 square feet of gaming, 
making it one of the largest gaming conventions in the nation.

8/26/18 6AM             10:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Mark Geiger, one of two US referees selected for this year’s FIFA World Cup Games talks about being a contributor to 
the National Geographic Kids Absolute Expert: Soccer Book. Geiger talked about the extensive physical and educational training to become a 
professional referee. Geiger was formally a Presidential Award for Excellence in Math and Science Teacher and said giving up teaching was the 
hardest thing he’s ever done. We also discussed the big soccer boom in the world with 270 million active in soccer 4%)
 

9/2/18 5:30AM 25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Eve Hoffman, Author –Memory and Complicity -  AJC Decatur Book Festival
In Memory & Complicity, we feel skirts of summer dust as Eve Hoffman rides on dirt roads barefoot on a bike or clings to a runaway horse.   We 
walk with her though an exhibit of one hundred and fifty postcards of lynching. We see a girl in a yellow dress at the synagogue her great-
grandparents founded—the synagogue bombed four hours later by white racists. We see black-faced jockeys in front yards. We listen to lullabies 
written in the Nazi concentration camps played on her mother’s piano—and the realization her mother was pregnant with her as they were 
being written. We taste sweet-potato pies and feel the wooden pews of churches turning their backs as gay men die. We watch giggling children 
dive from the top of the refrigerator into their father’s arms.  We accompany a widow rebuilding her life, catching fireflies with her 
grandchildren, dancing with them in the rain. 



RACE RELATIONS/MULTUCULTURAL ARTS

9/2/18 6:12am 16:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Carlann Fergusson, Corporate Leadership Consultant- CEO of Propel Forward talks about her new book, “The Insightful 
Leader: Find Your SuperPowers, Crush Limiting Beliefs and Abolish Self-Sabotaging Behaviors”. Fergusson discusses how we see ourselves but 
more importantly how others see us. Are you a Problem Finder or Pessimist, Intellectually Curious or a Know-it-All or a Visionary or Too 
Demanding. What are the warning signs that your strengths have become your weaknesses and are hurting your career. Propelforward.com

9/9/18 5:30AM 25:00
PERSPECTIVES: AAFCA and TCM Partner for The Black Experience on Film – Gil Robertson and Ronda Racha Penrice
Since Hollywood's earliest beginnings, images of minorities on screen were often presented through a filtered lens of stereotypes and one-
dimensional characters. This representation rarely showcased the nuanced differences in experience among racial groups in America, or the 
connective similarities. African-Americans were largely seen as service workers and background characters with few lines and little 
complexity. However, that's not the whole of Hollywood's history of depicting black characters and themes. During cinema's first century, films 
were made that highlighted the diversity of African-American lives. TCM has partnered with the African American Film Critics Association 
(AAFCA) to present a month-long study of these movies. On each night of Spotlight, 13 different members of the collective will sit in pairs to 
discuss a variety of films and their attempts to portray the Black Experience.

9/9/18 6:12AM             16:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Amy Newmark, Publisher and Editor-in-Chief of the iconic book series Chicken Soup for the Soul, talks about the new 
offering “The Power of YES! It is 101 stories about adventure, change and positive thinking. The book encourages the readers to say yes to 
change, embrace it, have an adventure and trust yourself.  Chickensoup.com

9/23/18 6:12AM             16:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Gil Robertson, Co-Founder of the African American Film Critics Association (AAFCA) and Ed Adams, Film Critic talks 
about the partnership with Turner Classic Movies (TCM) to spotlight “Black Experience on Film” featuring 30 classic African American Films in 
September. Films like, Cooley High, Sparkle, The Five Heartbeats, and Watermelon Man are a few of the curated movies. Robinson also talked 
about the SYNERGY ATL gala for professionals in television, where they will honor the first female SYNERGY AWARD recipient, Melissa Ingram, 
General Manager of Aspire TV.  AAFCA is Celebrating 15 years in the film industry. AAFCA.com



RACE RELATIONS/MULTUCULTURAL ARTS

9/30/18 5:12AM             16:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Lawrence Goldstone, Young Adult author talks about his new book, Unpunished Murder: Massacre at the Colfax and 
the Quest for Justice which tells the story of how one Supreme Court decision paved the way for systemic racism in the United States justice 
system. On Easter Sunday I 1873, a band of white supremacists marched into Grant Parish, Louisiana and massacred over 100 unarmed African 
Americans. The court case reached the highest court in the land but no one was ever convicted.

9/30/18 5:30AM 25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Author and Fox News Contributor Juan Williams – What the Hell Do You Have to Lose: Trump’s War on Civil Rights
The year Juan was born, the Supreme Court outlawed racially segregated schools in the landmark Brown vs. Board of Education decision. As he 
grew up, he witnessed an incredible shift in American society as the civil rights movement took shape and activists succeeded in winning 
important advancements—everything from voting rights to equity in education to protection from discrimination in housing and employment.  
And as time went on, Williams himself became a chronicler of the movement, from Eyes on the Prize to a biography of Thurgood Marshall, to 
books on African-American religion, black universities, and black leadership.  It should come to no surprise, then, that Juan is appalled by the 
current Presidential administration—in particular, its systematic unwinding of the most important advances won by civil rights activists over the 
past century. From attacks on voter registration laws to tacit endorsements of police brutality, he shows in this book how current Administration 
policies are undermining civil rights.  And he tells forgotten stories from an era when people came together to achieve civil rights gains—not just 
the boldfaced names, but also unsung activists like the Freedom Summer organizer Bob Moses, as well as politicians who crossed party lines to 
support what they believed to be right, like Everett Dirksen.

9/30/18 6:30AM             17:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Melissa Ingram, General Manager and Channel Manager for Aspire TV which celebrates the experiences of black culture 
and urban lifestyle talks about her leadership role. Owner, Earvin “Magic” Johnson’s network is run predominately by a dynamic group of 
minority women executives, led by Ingram. Aspire has a staff of 3 employees of color, 12 are women and 38 percent are millennial. Aspire.tv



WALR-FM ISSUES & PROGRAMS-3RD QTR 2018

ISSUES & DESCRIPTION                                       DATE                            TIME                                     LENGTH                    
HEALTH ISSUES/GREEN    

                       7/8/18       6:30AM         22:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Dr. NK Williams (Dr.K),Owner of Vivicare Chiropractic and Wellness Center talks about the Liver and how important it is 
for our overall health. The liver is considered the waste dump for the body and filters blood and metabolizing nutrients in order to keep you 
healthy. Most people need a liver detox because their bodies can’t keep up with the demands, but it will need to be supervised by a doctor so 
that it will work properly. Vivicarewellness.com

7/22/18       5AM          9:00

BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Dr. Priscilla Pemu, Medical Director of the Clinical Research Center and  Vice Chair of Research at Morehouse School of 
Medicine talks about the new “All of US” study.  Morehouse School of Medicine in Atlanta, GA has been selected as a partner in the National 
Institutes of Health’s prestigious All of Us Research Program. The All of Us Research Program is a momentous effort to advance individualized 
prevention, treatment and care for people of all backgrounds. The overall mission is to enroll one million or more community volunteers and 
oversample communities that have historically been underrepresented in research to build one of the world’s largest and most diverse data 
resources of its kind. Joinallofus.org

7/22/18        5:30AM    25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Tierney Bell, her mother Beverly Carraker and Life South – Living with Sickle Cell Disease 
Unfortunately for a variety of reasons, only 1% of African-Americans donate blood. Many myths need to be dispelled, but also people simply 
need to be asked. Same-race blood donations are the most effective in treating certain blood diseases/disorders like Sickle Cell. Children's 
Healthcare of Atlanta treats the most kids with Sickle Cell than any other hospital group in the entire country.  With the significant 
representation of African-Americans in Atlanta, and the needs of many of our children with Sickle Cell, we learn the story of Tierney Bell a young 
woman living with Sickle Cell disease.  LifeSouth Community Blood Donation Centers is the primary blood supplier to CHOA. 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.joinallofus.org_en&d=DwMF-g&c=QvQrCjPtO9cKGOfGYlNgXQ&r=PVUp-fuD_N8Sc-cNFzUh6Ld-dC28V248yWWyKJ8u3uI&m=e_EWmzCi4h0qq_qvJtM2PYoRmodwgP5N0bGx52X9zZQ&s=q2Z4J64-yaWTrfcoO407eBMmuL634tOfXiQNQYf2BHA&e=


HEALTH ISSUES
7/29/18       6AM  10:00

BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Rheumatologist, Dr. Ara Dikranian and best-selling author Diane Chamberlain, a rheumatoid arthritis patient who used 
voice recognition software to write 2 books before she found a medication to manage her RA. Dr. Dikranian talked about the signs and 
symptoms of this form of arthritis which is considered a chronic inflammatory condition. Arthritis.com

8/5/18    5AM       10:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Nurse Practitioner and Liver Specialist Ann Moore and Wayne Eskridge, CEO of The Fatty Liver Foundation talk about a 
growing problem in America called Fatty Liver Disease. Fatty Liver can be caused by non-alcoholic sciatal hepatitis and excess fat around the 
organ and generally has no symptoms. A simple five minute scan is all it takes to diagnose this disease and lifestyle changes must be made to 
recover.

8/12/18   6:30AM         22:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: - Dr. K. Williams, Our Wellness Expert and Owner of Vivicare Chiropractic and Wellness Center talks about stress and 
the role it plays in the breakdown of our bodies. Stress can show up with stomach ailments, emotional conditions, sleep problems, difficulty 
concentrating, heart trouble and lowered immune response. We can help ourselves by improving our diet, exercising, finding ways to relax and 
of course meditation and perhaps yoga. Dr. K also touched on CFS- Chronic Fatigue Syndrome.

9/9/18 5AM                       10:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Dr. Christopher Mecoli, From Johns Hopkins American College of Rheumatology talks about Rheumatic diseases and 
how they affect the people that live with them. There are over 100 rheumatic diseases which are painful autoimmune and inflammatory 
diseases that causes the immune system to attack a person’s joints, bones and organs. Rheumatic diseases include; lupus, arthritis, scleroderma, 
gout and Sjogren’s syndrome just to name a few. Georgia received an overall grade of “C” suggesting there is much work to be done on how 
easy it is to live with the disease. Simpletasks.org



HEALTH ISSUES

9/9/18 6:30AM        22:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK:  Dr. K Williams, CEO of the Vivicare Wellness Center talks about the signs of leaky gut syndrome. The causes of leaky gut 
are poor diet choices, chronic stress, toxic overload and bacterial imbalance and the signs are food sensitivities, inflammatory bowel disease, 
autoimmune disease, thyroid problems and even depression. Leaky gut syndrome is a malfunction in the intestinal tight junctions in the 
digestive tracts, allowing larger than usual particles to pass from the digestive system into the bloodstream.
 

9/16/18 6AM    12:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Dr. Victoria Manax-, Medical Director for Pancreatic Cancer assn., talks about the signs and symptoms of pancreatic 
cancer and the treatment and research being done today. Pancan will be a vendor for education at the Kiss104.1 for the Aretha Franklin tribute 
on sept 22.
 



WALR-FM ISSUES & PROGRAMS 3RD QTR 2018
ISSUE & DESCRIPTION               ___               DATE                                      TIME                                                   LENGTH
COMMUNITY ISSUES

       7/8/18 5AM 12:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK:  Crystal Styles, CEO of Proactive Change talks about “South Atlanta Self Care Day”. The event will take place at the 
United House of Prayer. There will be food, activities and give aways for the entire family. The HIV community partner will be onsite to conduct 
free HIV tests with Wellstar conducting free blood pressure, cholesterol and glucose screenings. Seminars are covered by licensed and certified 
professionals on lifestyle issues. 
 

7/15/18        5:30AM    25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Cliff Kinsey, Founder of the Children’s Restoration Network – Stuff the Bus Campaign beneficiary
Children’s Restoration Network is a non-profit agency that has served homeless children and mothers in Atlanta for more than 23 years. Through 
various programs CRN helps children receive the basic necessities from food and school supplies to adult guidance and scholarships. CRN also 
realizes that assisting mothers is the best way to help a child. Programs are therefore directed to support both children and their mothers to 
ease their transition through homelessness. The organization’s mission is to offer hope and support, enabling children and their mothers to 
break the cycle of homelessness by empowering them to become part of mainstream society as active, productive citizens through programs 
and special events designed to address their academic, emotional, and physical needs.

  
   7/22/18            6:15AM 15:00

BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Shay Sutton, Founder/Creator and Myke Robb, Co-Producer of Pitch Black Fashion Weekend talks about the three-day 
event featuring designers from all over the world. The event was inspired by a model who was murdered by her boyfriend and supports the Still 
Standing Alliance (Domestic Violence). PBFWKND.com



COMMUNITY

8/5/18 5:30AM 25:00
PERSPECTIVES: David Scott Ga-13 – 14th annual Health Fair
Congressman David Scott will host his 14th Annual Health Fair on Saturday, August 11, 2018 at Mundy’s Mill High School in Jonesboro.  The 
Health Fair will provide vital health screenings and information at no cost from our region’s best healthcare providers and advocacy 
organizations.  Free health screenings include: Clinical breast cancer exams; Prostate cancer (PSA); HIV/ AIDS; Diabetes (glucose); Blood 
pressure; Asthma; Cholesterol; Mental health; Sickle cell; Vision; Dental; Orthopedic; and many others. The Atlanta VA Health Care System and 
Atlanta VA Regional Office will provide vision exams, counseling for Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD); mental health services; and health 
eligibility benefits consultations for veterans. The Georgia Department of Community Affairs will share information about the Home Safe Georgia 
Mortgage Assistance Programs, which provide up to $50,000 to reinstate delinquent mortgages or pay down underwater mortgage principal 
balances.

     8/12/18           5:12AM 16:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Fabian De Rosario, General Manager for Leadership Convention Presented by NAAAP- the National Association of Asian 
American Professionals talks about the annual event to help development the Asian Community in all areas of business. The 3-day event 
includes speakers from various industries, an ERG Summit, workshops, a Diversity Career Fair and a Gala. Cox is a sponsor. 
Leadershipconvention.com

     8/12/18           6AM 11:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: LaTrina Foster, Director of Behavioral Health and Developmental Disabilities talks about the growing issue of suicide in 
Fulton County. There have been 60 suicides since Jan.1st and the number is on par to exceed last year’s numbers.  The county has created a 
website livebetterfulton.org for more information, signs to look for and resources available.

     8/26/18          5AM 10:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Roya Winner, Communications Manager for Social Good at Facebook talks about how you can use your special day 
(birthday, anniversary etc.) to raise money for your favorite charity using Facebook birthday fundraisers. This trend has really taken off and FB 
will expand so that non-profits can use it as well.  Facebook.com/fundraisers



COMMUNITY

     8/26/18          5:12AM 16:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Romal Tune, award-winning Author and Speaker talks about suicide and the process of applying therapy and faith to 
anger, shame and self-doubt.  Tune discussed his book, Love is an Inside Job where he addresses the issue of men and mental illness. Tune has 
been a lifeline to celebrities such as; gospel singer Michelle Williams, Pro Basketball player, Steph Curry and many more helping them
to heal from past hurts. September is National Suicide Prevention Month.
 

     8/26/18           6:15AM 17:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Doctors Max, Pierre and Joseph, three African American doctors who are touring the USA to encourage and expose 
children to professional careers such as doctors, engineers, lawyers and others because the graduation rates have dropped significantly 
especially in the medial schools with only 2 percent of graduates being black men. The three doctors also wrote a book that chronicles their 
journey to becoming doctors called, Pulse of Perseverance. They are in Atlanta this weekend at KIPP, Henry County High School and Berean 
Christian Church in Stockbridge.  thepulseofp3.com

     9/2/18           6:14AM 12:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Shanae Dominique, CEO of Shanae Dominque Hair Salon, Author, Speaker talks about The Single Mommypreneur’s 
Mommy’s Night Out Beauty + Brains = Power Panel with other fashion/beauty experts who are also mothers.
The event includes; hors d’oeuvres, shopping, prizes and mommy talk on how to manage it all.  SInglemommypreneur.com

  9/16/18         5:30AM           25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Cori Bostic – First African American Female Drum Major at Florida A&M University
The first Saturday in September was a historic day on the FAMU campus.  Not only did it mark the Rattlers football season opener, the hoped-for 
sold-out crowd also will witness history. Cori Bostic makes her debut as the first female drum major in the more than seven-decade history of 
the famous Marching 100 band.  It marks yet another milestone for the poised and confident 20-year-old junior broadcast journalism student. 
For now, Bostic, the oldest of eight siblings from Lithonia, Georgia, hopes her presence among the seven band leaders will inspire others.



COMMUNITY

     9/23/18           5AM 10:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Cheryl Nelson, a FEMA-Certified Disaster Preparedness Expert and a AMS-Certified Meteorologist talks about some of 
the things we need to be safe during a natural disaster.  This includes, batteries, flashlights, ready to eat meals, blankets, change of clothes and a 
standby generator that hooks into your home and run indefinitely to keep your power running. Cummins.com/weatherprep

     9/23/18           6AM 12:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Dennis Bowman, Executive Director of Nicholas House which is a shelter for homeless families regardless of family 
makeup. Nicholas House is hosting a Sleep out called, Off the Street, On Their Feet- Sleep Out to Support Homeless Families-a solidarity of 
individuals who accept the challenge of sleeping outside for one night and raising money for the non-profit.  Nicholashouse.org

     9/30/18           5AM 10:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Axel Adams, National Director of One Thousand Churches Connected and Executive Director of Rainbow PUSH talks 
about the 19th Annual Creating Opportunity Conference-Equity and Inclusion: Building the Beloved Community. Adams talks about the panel 
discussions on public policy, voter registration, economic development, bridging the gap in the film industry, diversity and inclusion, human 
rights, trafficking, refugee crisis, financial readiness and more. The event culminates with the Hope is Alive Gala which is the 77th birthday 
celebration for Rev. Jesse Jackson, Sr. rainbowpushatl.org



WALR-FM ISSUES & PROGRAMS -3RD QTR 2018
ISSUE & DESCRIPTION                        DATE                                    TIME                                         LENGTH
CHILD/TEEN ISSUES
 

7/8/18                        5:12AM 14:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Darion and DeAndre Nelson are the 2018 Youth Entrepreneurs (YE) Summit Big Idea winners. The twins, pitched their 
idea of a teen street team with students from all Atlanta involved in making their concerts and parties
Well known and They have ample security at all of their events. They had to pitch in “The Big Idea” Competition in a sort of Shark Tank 
environment and came in first place winning a check for $2500.00 which they say will be invested back into the business.

  7/15/18           5AM               10:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Rebecca Rice, GA Kids Count Manager talks about the Annice Casey Foundation’s 2018 Kids Count Data book, which is 
an annual look at child well-being in the US. Georgia is ranked 26th for overall Child well-being. The Data Book noted that about 4.5 million young 
children live in neighborhoods where there’s a high risk of missing kids in the count. If missed the national count, children of color, low income 
children and children in immigrant families will suffer the most with reductions in federal funding programs.

     7/29/18             6:30AM 20:00

BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Nash Alexander III, Chief Academic Officer at Fulton Leadership Academy, a high performing, tuition free middle and 
upper school campus for young boys of color grades 6-12. FLA focuses on science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) and experiences in 
aeronautics. FLA is Georgia’s first single-gender charter school for boys. 

     8/19/18           6AM 12:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: D’Andre Ash, Executive Director and Denard Ash, Head of School join me to talk about their male-only school, now 
enrolling through 8th grade. The school focuses on STEAM, Robotics, Character and Spiritual leadership, athletics (LaCrosse and basketball). The 
school was founded out of a need to guide young boys of color into a better future. Ashacademyeagles.org

  9/23/18         5:30AM   25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Ro’Shawn Gerard and Norma Nyhoff – Nicholas House
Every day, more than 1,100 homeless family members are on the streets of Atlanta. Over 800 of those are children. Families are one of the 
fastest-growing segment of the homeless population— and they need help. Supporters can help by sleeping out with Nicholas House on Friday, 
October 5, 2018 and help the homeless families we serve get Off the Street, On Their Feet!



WALR-FM ISSUES & PROGRAMS -3RD QTR 2018
ISSUES & DESCRIPTION                                      ___       DATE                                TIME                                   LENGTH
FINANCE/BUSINESS/TECHNOLOGY

  7/8/18 6:12AM 12:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: - Africa Roberson, Workforce Development Manager for the Center for Working Families talks about the UPS 
recruitment for package handlers for its new Southeast Metropolitan Automated Routing Terminal (SMART) Hub
Locate on Fulton Industrial Blvd.  The event happens on July 14th at the YMCA on Campbellton Rd. SW.   Fultoncountyga.gov
 

7/29/18 5AM 10:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Lori Wright, Microsoft’s Workplace Collaboration Expert and General Manager talks about how the modern workplace 
communications has become “intelligent communications” as teams get to collaborate with the latest technology using “Microsoft Teams”. 
Microsoft Teams is a digital hub that brings conversations, content, and apps together in one place. Create collaborative classrooms, connect in 
professional learnings communities, and communicate with staff– all from a single experience in Office 365 for Education.  Microsoft Teams is a 
digital hub that brings conversations, content, and apps together in one place. Create collaborative classrooms, connect in professional learnings 
communities, and communicate with staff.

8/5/18 6AM 10:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Matthew Owenby, Sr. Vice President, Chief Human Resources Officer at AFLAC talks about a new survey that states 
“women-owned business in this country has jumped 114 percent in the last decade.  The survey  also  says that women still fall behind in equal 
pay whether they work for a small business or a major corporation. Owenby also discussed the pros and cons of working for a small business. 
AFLAC.com



FINANCE & BUSINESS/TECHNOLOGY

8/12/18                                          6:10AM 16:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Doni Jones, Certified Arborist and CEO of Don’s Tree Service talks about how our recent rainy season has affected our 
trees this summer. We have had an unusually tropical season and have lost so many trees that have fallen in the streets and residential areas. 
 Doni discusses what to look for in healthy trees and when to have a certified arborist come look at your trees if you are concerned.

8/19/18 6:10AM 14:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Jason Hawkins and Jaret Patterson Co-Owners of Respected Roots, a men’s grooming line where it is not considered a 
brand but a culture. Hawkins and Patterson are using the platform to restore confidence among black men and people of color. As they travel 
across the US, they are implementing business academies to encourage financial independence, teaching youth about steps to create viable 
business plans and maintaining a sense of community as a priority through mentoring programs.

8/19/18 6:30AM  21:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK:  Wealth Strategist, Steven LaBroi, CEO of the LaBroi Insurance Group talks about something most of us have not 
thought about and that is Digital Assets when it comes to your estate planning. Digital Assets are anything that an individual owns or has the 
right to use that is stored electronically, such as; online banking or other financial accounts (paypal accounts, pay wallets etc.), digital currency 
(i.e. bitcoin, Ethereum), social media accounts ( is your account monetized in any way? Who gets that money?), photography, voice recordings, 
interviews, music, books, movies, word documents, blogs- anything that’s stored digitally. There are digital asset protection trusts (DAP) and 
your attorney will need to have a specialty in digital assets



FINANCE & BUSINESS/TECHNOLOGY

9/2/18                                          6AM 13:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Nancy Lewis, CEO of Progressive Techniques Inc. and Co-Founder of Transforming Women Entrepreneurs talks about 
the breakfast panel with Confident and Courageous Women: Making Moves that Matter where they give insights and wisdom to the 
participants. Panelists include; Alma Davis, CEO of the Alma G. Davis Foundation and Errika Moore, Executive Dir. At Tag-Ed. Tweus.com

9/16/18                                          5AM 10:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Eric Fuller, With US Express Trucking company talking about their new Full Ride Program which gives employees and 
their immediate family full ride college scholarships to gain qualified truck drivers in an industry that is struggling for drivers.

9/16/18                                          6:10AM 20:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Susan Reitano Davey, author and speaker talks about how to re-structure your career with new opportunities after you 
become an empty nester. Davey is the Co-Founder of Prepare to Launch U, an online course that gives women the vision, tools and confidence 
to get back to work. Preparetolaunchu.com



WALR-FM ISSUES & PROGRAMS – 3RD QTR 2018
ISSUES & DESCRIPTIONS                                      DATE                                   TIME                         LENGTH
SPIRITUALITY & VALUES

  7/8/18     5:30AM   25:00
PERSPECTIVES: Author: Rashad Jennings, The IF in Life: How to Get off Life’s Sidelines and Become Your Best Self
Every day we make small decisions that shape our future. The decisions you make are the ones that determine If you will experience your dream 
or reach your full potential. It’s how you handle these moments that will take you from the sidelines to being your best self. Someone who has 
seized every if - despite doubt and naysayers - to fulfill his dreams is former record-setting NFL running back, “Dancing with the Stars” champion, 
actor and philanthropist Rashad Jennings. As a child, he dreamed of becoming an NFL star - a dream both his father and coaches shot down. Fast 
forward to his junior year of high school: Jennings was a fifth string running back who struggled with debilitating asthma and a 0.6 GPA. The last 
game of his junior year, he was caught by surprise when the four other running backs ahead of him were all injured and Jennings was called 
upon to help his team. The game changed his life.

7/22/18    5:15AM   16:00

BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Dr. Robert Watkins, founder/CEO of Conquer Worldwide talks about an event for Men Only-Men Need God, Money 
and Each Other. The gathering, held in August, addresses increasing your business and ministry and connecting with influential investors. 
 Watkins also talked about latest book, CHOSEN: Become the Person You Were Meant to Be, a compilation of stories and anecdotes from his 
life.  Conquerworldwide.com

7/22/18  6:30AM   24:00

BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Dr. Brenetia Robinson, CEO of Epitome Consulting and Founder of Proverbial Peace Revived Ministries talks about 
Understanding the Power of Promise. Robinson says we must have: 1. A Right Relationship with God 2. Read the Bible 3. Prayer and Fasting 4. 
Tend to your own journey. Robinson also discussed a new faith-based bureau called, NASA- National Association of Speakers and Authors. 
Proverbspeace.org



SPIRITUALITY & VALUES

7/29/18 5:10AM   17:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Cody Byrns, Children’s Pastor, Speaker and Author of “ Scar Release: Breaking Free of Yesterday’s Troubles” talks about 
resiliency and how you can’t allow tough breaks in life define the rest of your life. A car accident left Cody with 4th degree burns over his body 
and although he is left with serious scars, both physical and emotional, he says those scars don’t have to be a bad thing. The 28 year old 
discusses how to suffer a major setback and grow from it, tapping into passion, re-inventing and re-energizing life. Codybyrns.com
 

8/5/18 6:10AM   13:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Dr. Joyce Morley, psychotherapist, life coach, author and speaker talks about how society can hold the pieces of life 
together when the world is turning upside down. First of all, we must keep hope alive and trust our higher power. Then we must be Intentional 
and come up with a plan. We must connect with our past, present and future. Part 1

8/5/18 6:30AM 14:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Psychotherapist, Dr. Joyce Morley continues talking about how to hold things together in our current climate. Morley 
says we must learn to communicate and have conversations, make plans to share our goods and then take a stand without fear. PT 2. 
doctorjoyce.com 

9/2/18 6:30AM 25:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Dr. Joyce Morley, Psychotherapist, Speaker, Author, Life Coach and Relationship Expert talks about Labor Day and if 
your hard work has paid off for you. On this day that pays tribute to working men and women, Morley says you have to know your pay-off for 
your hard work, ask yourself if you’re a work-a-holic chasing the dollar, do you have boundaries and balance. Doctorjoyce.com



SPIRITUALITY & VALUES

9/9/18 6AM 12:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Dr. Rhonda Travitt, Co-Pastor of Restoring the Years Global Ministries talks about the 2018 Truth, trust, transparency 
Women’s Conference.  The annual conference features speakers, workshops and musical guests.
More info at rhondatravittminitries.com

9/23/18 6:30AM 26:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK: Dr. Brenetia A. Robinson, the Destiny Diva and Founder of Proverbial Peace Revived talks about the fear of success. 
Robinson says there are 7 reasons we are afraid to succeed including; other people’s expectations, we must change something, will I have time 
for my life?, loneliness- who do I take with me? Robinson says you deal with fear by, preparing for the positive, step outside your comfort zone 
and know that you were created to take dominion over the earth. Proverbspeace.org

9/30/18 6AM 12:00
BUSINESS IN THE BLACK:  Donella Cranford, Founder and Cathy Harrell, Chair of Women’s After God’s Own Heart Ministry, Inc. talks about their 
20th Anniversary gala and how the ministry has flourished over the years.
WAGOH was founded because of the stress Donella felt due to her demanding career and her full time responsibilities as a wife, mother , sister 
and friend and wanted to share and support other women in a safe environment. The gala will include dinner, dancing and civil rights activist, 
Xernona Clayton as the keynote speaker. Wagohmin.org
 


